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Summary: Chain-of-thought (CoT) reasoning in large languagemodels (LLMs) marks a pivotal advancement

in natural language generation (NLG), enabling these models to imitate human-like problem-solving

processes. Unlike traditional LLMs that output answers directly, this method allows the model to reveal

intermediate steps and logical reasoning paths. In theory, this approach enhances transparency in how

conclusions are drawn, potentially making thesemodels more understandable and trustworthy, particularly

in complex, multi-step reasoning tasks. However, recent studies involving input manipulation reveal that

the generated reasoning steps may not always be reliable. For example, [2] indicates that biases in the

few-shot examples can lead the model to produce a sequence of incorrect reasoning steps, thereby

justifying a biased conclusion.

Some studies have addressed this issue by modifying prompts or reasoning steps [2,3], but it's worth

noting that such alterations can change the entire reasoning process and, consequently, the final answer.

Therefore, in our project, we focus onmodifying prompts after generating the reasoning steps. For a simple

CoT-based arithmetic task, our approach is as follows. Starting with a given arithmetic question as a given

prompt:

○ First, we let themodel generate all of its reasoning steps before generating the final answer.

○ Thenwemodify some of the parameters inside the original question, without changing the

intermediate reasoning steps.

○ Nowwe allow the final answer to be generated and according to the outcome:

■ If the answer is correct based on the original prompt→ Themodel is faithful to its

reasoning steps

■ If the answer is correct based on the altered prompt→ Themodel is doing a

background reasoning to solve the question and not following its own reasoning

steps.

- Note that while our primary goal is to test this in a few-shot setting, we could also experiment this

case for a finetuned setup as well.

Prerequisites: PyTorch / HuggingFace
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